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ABSTRACT 
EXPLORING LONG-TERM FAULT EVOLUTION IN OBLIQUELY LOADED 
SYSTEMS USING TABLE-TOP EXPERIMENTS AND DIGITAL IMAGE 
CORRELATION TECHNIQUES 
 
SEPTEMBER 2017 
 
KEVIN C. TOENEBOEHN, B.A., FRANKLIN & MARSHALL COLLEGE 
 
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
 
Directed by: Professor Michele L. Cooke 
 
This thesis focuses on the use of scaled physical experiments to better understand 
the development and long-term evolution of fault systems that are otherwise impossible 
to directly observe. The thesis is divided into three chapters. The first chapter documents 
the implementation of an inexpensive stereo vision method for acquiring high resolution 
three-dimensional strain data for table-top experiments. The second chapter applies the 
stereo vision method to a tectonic problem—the development of slip partitioning in 
obliquely loaded crustal systems. Slip partitioned fault systems accommodate oblique 
convergence with different slip rake on two or more faults and are well documented in 
the crust (e.g. along subduction zones like the Great Sumatra Fault or Median Tectonic 
Line of Japan). Since growing a fault requires work, the principle of work minimization 
predicts that a single fault with an oblique slip vector would be more efficient than 
partitioning slip along two faults. Carefully scaled physical experiments inform our 
understanding of fault evolution because we can control the loading and directly observe 
the ensuing deformation. In this chapter, we simulate oblique convergence using blocks 
with 30° dipping contacts under wet kaolin clay where the overlying crust is obliquely 
thrust over the subducting slab. The non-zero cohesion of wet kaolin produces long-lived 
 vi 
fault structures that easily reactivate. This long-lived behavior is particularly important 
for modeling the evolution of fault systems as the abandonment and reactivation of 
individual fault segments approximates the evolution of faults in the crust. Over eight 
experiments, we test convergence angles from 5˚ to 20˚ from margin parallel for 
experiments with and without a precut vertical fault in the clay. The experiments reveal 
three styles of slip partitioning development—contingent upon convergence angle and the 
presence or absence of a pre-existing vertical fault. Across all experiments, the slip rates 
along slip-partitioned faults vary temporally suggesting that the faults continuously adjust 
to conditions produced by the other fault. The lack of steady state in the experiments 
suggests that slip-partitioned crustal systems may also evolve with oscillating behavior 
rather than developing a single efficient active fault structure to accommodate oblique 
convergence. The third chapter documents rheological tests of wet kaolin for applications 
to crustal deformation experiments. It investigates thixotropy in the clay as well as the 
role of grain size distribution and water content on its shear strength. The chapter also 
includes a comparison of the results from experiments conducted using wet kaolin and 
dry sand with identical boundary conditions. 
 
 
 vii 
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CHAPTER 1 
 
APPLYING STEREO VISION TECHNIQUES IN COMBINATION WITH 
CONTINUOUS 2-D PIV TO A SIMULATION OF THE DENALI FAULT 
1.1 Introduction 
Structural geologists are frequently tasked with understanding crustal processes 
that occur over great lengths of time.  By using carefully scaled physical experiments we 
can directly observe processes that take place on time and length scales, which are 
otherwise impossible to directly witness. Migration of material along the Denali Fault is 
just such an example.  Deformation along the modern Alaska Range began in the early 
Miocene, 16-23 million years ago (e.g. Bemis et al., 2012). By recreating the tectonic 
loading and boundary conditions in the laboratory we can observe millions of years of 
deformation within minutes. 
Capturing the complete three-dimensional deformation throughout experiments is 
critical to our understanding of how the fault system develops. Successive images taken 
from a single consumer level DSLR camera and processed using digital image correlation 
(DIC) tools, such as particle image velocimetry (PIV) software, provide high-resolution 
horizontal deformation. PIV identifies unique patterns of pixels in successive digital 
images and calculates the displacement vector between them using a Eulerian reference 
frame.  Previous analog modeling studies have successfully demonstrated this technique 
in both dry sand and wet kaolin (e.g. Leever et al., 2011; Hatem et al., 2015).  Similar to 
PIV, particle tracking velocimetry (PTV) uses image correlation to compare successive 
images and calculate displacements.  Unlike PIV though, PTV identifies individual 
surface markers between images and calculates a Lagrangian flow path for each marker. 
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For example, PTV of experiments reveals migration of material through the simulated 
Denali Fault (Figure 1.1).  
Since fault system evolution is an inherently three-dimensional process, 
investigating the role of processes such as off-fault deformation and dip-slip requires 
knowledge of vertical displacements as well as horizontal. However, both PIV and PTV 
methods use a single camera perspective and fail to provide information about vertical 
deformation.  By adding a second camera to the system we are able to use stereo vision 
techniques to measure uplift and record the complete three-dimensional deformation. 
1.2 Background 
Currently available three-dimensional PIV systems (e.g. LaVision DaVis 
StrainMaster®) require proprietary software and highly specialized cameras costing over 
$50,000 (2017).  The following methodology provides a cost-effective method of 
combining stereo vision techniques with traditional two-dimensional digital image 
correlation to quantify uplift, dip slip, and horizontal displacements by requiring only 
consumer level cameras, a current Matlab® license, and several Matlab® Toolboxes. 
This new tool is then applied to an experiment in wet kaolin, which models a restraining 
bend along the Denali Fault and builds on previous work on restraining bends by Hatem 
et al. (2015).  
1.3 Methods 
Stereo vision combines two images taken from two different angles to generate 
depth information for a shared field of view (Figure 1.2). Before creating a three-
dimensional view, the cameras and images must be calibrated. By calibrating the cameras 
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with a grid of known spacing and distance from the imaging sensors, the elevation of 
common points in the images are correlated to the change in pixel location (pixel 
disparity). Using the Matlab® Image Processing Toolbox and the Stereo Camera 
Calibrator App in the Computer Vision System Toolbox, the user can then extract depth 
information from the two-dimensional image pairs of the experiment. 
1.3.1 Set-up 
Acquiring accurate depth information requires several considerations, including 
1) the desired depth to the objects of interest, 2) the angle and spacing of the cameras, 3) 
the focal length of the lenses, 4) the amount of available light, and 5) the desired spatial 
and temporal resolution. Since the net uplift in the scaled claybox experiments is 
expected to range from a few millimeters to 2 cm, it requires a very fine vertical 
resolution in order to capture the incremental elevation change. Increasing resolution 
requires either increasing focal length, reducing the working distance, or using a higher 
resolution sensor.  In order to maintain a cost-effective system, I use the standard 18.0 
Megapixel CMOS (Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor) sensors from a pair of 
consumer grade DSLR cameras.  Therefore, to improve resolution I am limited to 
increasing the focal length and/or decreasing the working distance—actions that also 
reduce the field of view. The field of view must remain large enough, however, to capture 
the desired area of faulting within the experiment.  This balance between field of view 
and resolution must be adjusted on a case-by-case basis. A pair of Canon Rebel T3i® 
cameras with standard 18-55 mm kit lenses provide sub-millimeter vertical resolution 
with a spacing of 15 cm (converging fields of view) combined with a working distance 
(the distance from the imaging sensor to the clay surface) of 75 cm. Additional 
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parameters include a lens focal length of 35 mm, shutter speed (1/60), ISO 100, and two 
identical lamps (four 1600 Lumen LED bulbs) with soft-box light diffusers.  The 
laboratory’s overhead fluorescent lights are turned off to reduce capturing glare on the 
horizontal surface of the clay. 
1.3.2 Calibration 
Extracting depth information from stereo pair images requires careful calibration.  
Each camera and camera lens have unique intrinsic and extrinsic parameters that vary 
with focal length and camera position.  Before undistorting the images and extracting 
accurate depth information, I must first measure each of these parameters. I capture a 
minimum of 20 stereo pair images of a calibration grid (black and white checkerboard, 
23.1 mm squares) at varying orientations and load them into the Stereo Camera 
Calibrator App in the Computer Vision Toolbox of Matlab®.  The software identifies the 
corners of the grid in each image and determines its three-dimensional orientation. To 
calculate depth, the images are rectified or row aligned, reducing the problem to two 
dimensions (position along x-axis and pixel disparity).  The pixel disparity is a measure 
of change in pixel location between common points from each camera view.  When 
combined with the known grid spacing, the pixel disparity values can then be converted 
to a real-world distance. I repeat the calibration, removing and replacing stereo pairs, 
until the overall mean reproduction error is less than 1 pixel. The reproduction error is a 
measure of the average pixel distance between a detected point in the image and the same 
point reprojected after processing. The application produces a unique stereo parameters 
object that contains both intrinsic and extrinsic parameters and can be exported to 
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generate suites of digital elevation models of the clay surface for each experiment (Figure 
1.3). 
1.3.3 Validation 
I validate the calibrated system by creating a digital elevation model of a wedge 
with an angled face of known slope and height. The angled surface provides a continuous 
gradient of heights to ensure accuracy over a greater depth of field in addition to 
providing a direct comparison to a known real-world surface. Vertical errors vary within 
±1 mm between calibration sessions. 
1.3.4 Correcting for static reference frame 
As the stepper motors drive the underlying moving plate, the horizontal position 
of structures in the clay change relative to the fixed field of view for each camera.  As a 
result, calculating incremental uplift from the difference in elevation between individual 
time steps will produce artificial uplift if the locations of structures have changed 
between steps. I correct for this shift by subtracting the incremental horizontal 
displacements (calculated by the PIV) prior to calculating the difference in elevation from 
the vertical field. This allows us to compensate for the horizontal drift between frames 
and improves the accuracy of the incremental uplift maps. 
1.4 Results/Discussion 
The calibrated stereo vision system reliably produces depth information for the 
claybox experiments with ±1 mm accuracy (~5% net uplift for a typical experiment). 
When combined with horizontal displacements, this elevation data provides a complete 
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picture of the three-dimensional deformation within the evolving fault systems, such as 
restraining bends (Figure 1.3).  Additionally, by differencing elevation data across 
sequential time steps, the incremental vertical displacement, or uplift/subsidence, can be 
calculated.  Uplift maps (Figure 1.4) with fault map overlays show early accumulation of 
off-fault deformation (17 mm) before strain is localized sufficiently to grow new faults 
from a pre-cut 15° restraining bend.  Later as faults grow and link, the rate of uplift 
increases as the clay is uplifted within the hanging wall of the newly created oblique-slip 
faults (42-80 mm). Flow paths from PTV analysis show an abrupt southward change of 
particle direction between oblique-slip faults by 40 mm of total plate displacement 
(Figure 1.5).  This rapid change in the horizontal trajectory occurs  
when the uplift pattern suggests growth of the outboard faults. By quantifying the 
previously unrecorded uplift pattern, the stereo vision data strengthen our ability to 
interpret both the PIV and PTV results.  Comparisons of the final clay surface elevation 
to minimum rock uplift surfaces calculated by thermochron data (Fitzgerald, 1995) and 
modern topography (Fendick, 2016) reveal striking first order similarity in topographic 
asymmetry across the Denali Fault (Figure 1.6).  
By combining the horizontal displacement field data with elevation data collected 
with stereo vision techniques, geologists have a new inexpensive tool to quantify the 
three-dimensional structural evolution of crustal systems in physical experiments. 
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1.5 Figures 
 
  
 
Figure 1.1 Particle Tracking Velocimetry (PTV) map. Reveals cumulative advective 
transport around the Denali Fault restraining bend (top inset: digital elevation model of 
the Denali Fault with Denali Peak indicated; bottom inset: basal plate boundary 
conditions). 
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Figure 1.2 Elevation data from pixel disparity values. Stereo pairs are 
horizontally aligned to create a pixel disparity map (pictured in center). 
Disparity values are then converted into real-world elevation points using 
the intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters and a known scale. 
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Figure 1.3 PIV and stereo vision data. Horizontal displacements (vectors) combined 
with a digital elevation map for a claybox experiment simulating the Denali Fault 
restraining bend. 
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Figure 1.4 Example uplift maps showing the change in surface 
elevation over a 5-mm increment of applied plate displacement. 
Location of fault trace at time step depicted as grey line 
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Figure 1.5 Flow paths generated from particle tracking velocimetry 
(PTV). Paths reveal material migrating through a 15° restraining 
bend claybox experiment.  Flow path colors are graded to visually 
differentiate particle starting locations 
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Figure 1.6 Surfaces representing different constraints on uplift. Mount McKinley 
restraining bend (1&2) and the wet kaolin analog model (3) (Fendick, 2016). 
Column 1 shows the rock uplift surface derived from the Fitzgerald (1995); column 
2 shows the minimum rock uplift surface from modern peak and ridge elevations in 
the Mount McKinley restraining bend; column 3 shows the equivalent elevation of 
the clay. The top row shows surfaces with modern fault overlay (green lines). The 
bottom images show contour maps of the surfaces. Contour interval = 0.5 km. 
(Modified from Fendick, 2016) 
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CHAPTER 2 
 
HOW DOES THE CRUST ACCOMMODATE OBLIQUE-CONVERGENCE?: 
USING PHYSICAL EXPERIMENTS TO INVESTIGATE SLIP PARTITIONING 
DEVELOPMENT ALONG SUBDUCTION ZONES 
2.1 Introduction 
Oblique convergence or extension often produces slip partitioned fault systems 
that have different slip rakes on multiple faults instead of a single fault with oblique slip 
(e.g. Jones & Wesnousky, 1992; McCaffrey, 1992; Haq & Davis, 1997; Burbidge & 
Braun, 1998; Schreurs & Colletta, 1998; McClay et al., 2004; Leever et al., 2011).  Slip 
partitioning can occur at multiple scales within the crust, ranging from local convergence 
within restraining bends (e.g., the Transverse Ranges of the southern San Andreas Fault) 
to thousands of kilometers along subduction zones, such as the Great Sumatra Fault 
(Figure 2.1) and the Median Tectonic Line in Japan (e.g., Fitch, 1972; Jones & 
Wesnousky, 1992; Bowman et al., 2003).  At subduction zones, slip partitioning typically 
involves two margin parallel faults with a characteristic geometry: a dipping oblique slip 
fault along the trench and a continental vertical strike-slip fault (Fitch, 1972).  Due to 
their crustal scale, the reverse faults are capable of producing some of the largest 
magnitude tsunamigenic earthquakes in recorded history, e.g., the devastating 2004 
Sumatra-Andaman megathrust earthquake.  
Slip partitioned systems can also produce destructive earthquakes along their 
strike-slip faults. The recent April 2016 Kumamoto earthquakes (M 6.2-7.0) along the 
western extension of Japan’s Median Tectonic Line, demonstrate the activity of strike-
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slip faults in a slip partitioned system.  The kinematic earthquakes caused 49 fatalities 
and economic losses estimated between 24-46 billion USD (USGS, 2016 Kumamoto 
Earthquake Survey Report ADRC), which call further attention to the seismic hazard of 
slip partitioned systems.  By better understanding the conditions that lead to and maintain 
slip partitioning under oblique convergence, we can improve assessments of seismic risk 
along these margins.    
Carefully scaled physical experiments using crustal analog materials inform our 
understanding of fault evolution as we can control the loading and directly observe the 
ensuing deformation. Wet kaolin is an ideal material to use as a crustal analog for 
modeling the evolution of fault systems due to its non-zero cohesion, which facilitates the 
abandonment and reactivation of individual fault segments and approximates the 
evolution of faults in the crust (Withjack & Jamison, 1986; Eisenstadt & Sims, 2005; 
Henza et al., 2011; Cooke et al., 2013). By recording continuous high-resolution 
displacements on discrete long-lived faults in the clay, we are able to record the slip 
evolution of faults. This study applies scaled physical experiments in wet kaolin clay to 
explore how convergence angle and accumulated strain control slip partitioning in 
material with and without a pre-existing vertical fault plane. 
2.2 Background 
2.2.1 Previous experiments in oblique convergence 
Previous experiments in dry sand show that convergence angle and fault strength 
control the initiation and continuation of slip partitioning (McClay & Bonora, 2001; Haq 
& Davis, 2010; Leever et al., 2011). Results from numerical and analytical models 
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predict an upper threshold of the convergence angle to be ~25°-30° (measured from 
trench parallel) for deformation partitioning in brittle materials (Braun and Beaumont, 
1995; Burbidge and Braun, 1998, Leever et al, 2011). McClay et al. (2004) used an 
oblique conveyor dislocation to confirm that strong deformation partitioning only 
develops when the convergence angle is less than 30° for dry sand experiments. Haq & 
Davis (2010), however, revealed that slip partitioning will develop in dry sand with 
convergence angles as high as 60° when the sand overlies a narrow sliver block that 
provides a vertical, pure strike-slip dislocation in addition to oblique convergence 
dislocation. As strain partitioning in the crust is commonly observed at plate margins 
with convergence angles well above the predicted critical threshold of 30° (e.g. Sumatra 
50°, Yu et al. 1993; North Island New Zealand 70°, Walcott 1978; Andes 60°-90°, 
Dewey & Lamb 1992), pre-existing weaknesses in the crust likely play a key role in the 
evolution of slip partitioning (De Saint Blanquat et al.,1998; Haq & Davis, 2010).  In this 
study we test the role of a pre-existing vertical fault on the development of slip 
partitioning. 
2.2.2 Scaling wet kaolin to the crust 
Although dry sand has many benefits as an analog for modeling crustal processes 
(e.g. strain-rate independence, strength scaling, and ease of use), its lack of cohesion 
favors the growth of new faults over fault reactivation (e.g. Withjack & Jamison, 1986; 
Eisenstadt & Sims, 2005; Henza et al., 2011; Cooke et al., 2013). In contrast to dry sand, 
the non-zero cohesion of wet kaolin produces long-lived fault structures that can be easily 
reactivated. Cooke et al. (2013) found that under similar loading, experiments in wet 
kaolin produce fewer faults and exhibit a greater degree of fault reactivation than dry 
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sand experiments. The properties of wet kaolin that produce long-lived faults are 
particularly important for modeling the evolution of fault systems; the abandonment and 
reactivation of individual fault segments in physical experiments approximate the fault 
evolution in the crust.  The strength of wet kaolin clay can be modified by changing its 
water content. Following the approach of Hatem et al. (2015), we adjust the shear 
strength of the overlying clay to 103±3.5 Pa, which is five orders of magnitude weaker 
than the crust, assuming an upper crustal strength of 10-20 MPa. 
 As Hubbert (1937) explains in his theory of scaled models, analogs for the crust 
with relative equal density must be “so weak [at laboratory scale] that a cube of it larger 
than 3.3 cm to the side could not support its own weight. Butter at icebox temperature 
would be much too strong. Vaseline or very soft clay would be more nearly correct.” 
Since the density of the wet kaolin (1.6 g/cm3) is on the same order as granite (2.65 
g/cm3), the five orders of magnitude reduction in the analog’s length requires a 
corresponding five orders of magnitude reduction of the strength scale. The strength (S), 
density (ρ), and length (z) of the crustal prototype (p) determine the strength, density, and 
size of the model (m) and therefore the strength must be scaled proportionately to ensure 
the geometric and rheologic similarity between model structures and the crust. This 
scaling relationship can be simplified to the straightforward proportionality (Equation 1) 
below (e.g. Cooke et al., 2013) as the coefficients of internal friction for the crust and wet 
kaolin are the same (Schlische et al., 2002). 
 
    (1) 
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Applying the above scaling to the strength and density of the wet kaolin equates 1 cm in 
the claybox to 1.7-3.3 km in the crust.   
Rheological tests show that wet kaolin behaves as a Burger’s material, similar to 
the crust, with both elastic and viscous properties (Cooke & van der Elst, 2012). The 
kaolin’s complex biviscous rheology means it has two relaxation times, one for each 
time-dependent component of its rheology, and therefore can vary in deformation style 
with prescribed displacement rate. Cooke and van der Elst (2012) reported a viscous 
Maxwell relaxation time of ~15 minutes for wet kaolin. Slowing the applied 
displacement rate of the kaolin allows for more stress relaxation and viscous deformation, 
which can simulate crustal deformation processes, such as off-fault buckling and 
cleavage development. In contrast, to facilitate greater localized faulting, faster applied 
displacement rates will foster a greater elastic response of the wet kaolin. In this way, the 
kaolin is adaptable for modeling a wider variety of crustal processes than the largely 
strain rate independent dry sand experiments. By recording continuous high-resolution 
displacements on discrete long-lived faults in the clay, we are able to record the fault slip 
evolution with a greater resolution than previous studies using qualitative strain 
measurements of dry sand.   
2.3 Methods 
The block geometry in our experiments (Figure 2.2) creates an oblique dislocation 
where the center block thrusts over the footwall of the driving (subducting) block. 
Previous sand experiments superpose regional contraction and localized strike-slip, 
failing to capture the oblique dislocation of a subduction zone.  The three-dimensional 
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displacement of the underlying rigid blocks (Figure 2.2) can better simulate the oblique-
slip dislocation where the overlying crust obliquely thrusts over the subducting slab. 
 For the purposes of this study we will capitalize on the clay’s ability to localize 
deformation on discrete faults by focusing on slip partitioning as first described by Fitch 
(1972), “where slip that is oblique to the plate margin is at least partially decoupled 
between parallel zones of transcurrent faulting and underthrusting”. The more general 
term, strain partitioning, as used in many previous studies (e.g. Burbudge & Braun, 1998; 
McClay, 2004; Leever, 2011), includes the decoupling of off-fault deformation, such as 
buckling or inferred stress orientations, from the overall plate convergence direction. 
2.3.1 Model design 
This study applies scaled physical experiments in wet kaolin clay to examine the 
development of slip partitioning for convergence angles ranging between 5° to 20° (from 
margin parallel) in a suite of precut and uncut experiments. These angles are selected to 
facilitate slip partitioning development in the clay.  
For each tested convergence angle, we ran two experiments with identical 
boundary and loading conditions but different initial faults.   One set of experiments has a 
precut vertical fault plane in the clay (cut with an electrified probe that interrupts van der 
Waals forces and reduces puckering of the wet kaolin) to simulate the crustal weakness 
zone present in systems with a well-developed magmatic arc (e.g. Japan Median Tectonic 
Line). A second set of experiments leaves the wet kaolin uncut. Both uncut and precut 
models simulate the development of faults loaded with oblique convergence where a 
deep-seated oblique-slip fault drives the deformation of the overlying material (Bowman 
et al., 2003; King et al., 2005). The experiments obliquely converge two rigid blocks 
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(2.5-cm thick) with a contact dip of 30˚ that underlie an equally thick layer of wet kaolin 
clay (Figure 2.2).  
Since the blocks have a width of 50 cm, the maximum lateral displacement is 
limited to ~27 cm to maintain a region 18 cm wide that is free of boundary effects (at 
least 2.5 cm margin on each side). The thickness and dip of the block contact limit the 
testable range of convergence to 4.33 cm. We use a 12 x 18 cm region of interest (ROI) 
for each experiment to capture the lateral variability in deformation.  
The block above the driving plate is displaced by two stepper-motors (x- and y- 
axis) to achieve a net velocity of 0.5±0.05 mm/min. This block drives towards the central 
(wedged) hanging wall block that is allowed to rise along its 30° dipping front and back 
edges. The center block overrides both the driving block (front) and the fixed block (rear) 
and is bounded laterally by fixed sidewalls. A bulls-eye level shows if the block remains 
level as it rises. We measure the shear strength of the clay before each experiment using 
the Fall Cone method (DeGroot & Lunne, 2007).  The clay is mixed thoroughly in order 
to reduce heterogeneities before four samples are taken for measurement of shear 
strength.  For each measurement, we load the samples into a brass cup (55 x 35 mm), 
level the surface, and drop a carefully calibrated 10 gram 60° fall cone from a set height.  
The depth that the cone sinks into the clay surface over a 5 second period corresponds to 
a shear strength determined empirically (DeGroot & Lunne, 2007). We then adjust the 
shear strength of the kaolin as needed by altering the water content.  For the experiments 
in this study, the clay has a water content of 80±1% by mass and loses between 1-3% of 
water over the course of a multi-hour experiment. 
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2.3.2 Image processing and data analysis 
We document the deformation within each experiment using high-resolution 
digital images taken every 30 seconds with a pair of Canon® EOS Rebel T3i DSLR 
cameras equipped with standard 18-55 mm lenses. This capture rate provides an 
incremental net displacement resolution of 0.25 mm.  
2.3.2.1 Particle image velocimetry 
Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) calculates the horizontal incremental 
displacement field from successive photographs of the deforming system. PIV relies on 
correlating pixel constellations between each image.  Because the clay’s surface is 
relatively homogenous in color and texture, we sieve high contrast red and black medium 
grain-sized quartz sand onto the top surface of the clay at the beginning of each 
experiment to provide passive markers for calculating the displacement field.  We 
process the images using PIVlab version 1.41 (Thielicke & Stamhuis, 2014) and the 
Image Processing Toolbox™ from the 2014a release of MATLAB®. Using an adaptive-
iterative method (multipass) together with 50% overlapping windows, we achieve a final 
resolution of incremental displacement every 1.23±0.1 mm2.  
Using the PIV, we empirically determine the minimum strain threshold for 
identifying faults in the wet kaolin.  At the beginning of each experiment we press 
shallow lines into the surface that strike perpendicular to the block edges.  We then note 
the incremental net strain when the linear markers become offset and use this value (0.01 
net strain) as the minimum threshold for faulting. 
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2.3.2.2 Fault slip rake 
The curl and divergence of the horizontal incremental displacement field provide 
spatial and temporal evolution of the shear and convergent strain rates, respectively, 
throughout the experiments. Since calculation of the curl (Equation 2) and divergence 
(Equation 3) of the displacement field are independent of direction,  
 
       (2)  
 
        
       (3) 
 
the strains we measure are likewise independent of the orientation of the model 
structures. This attribute is particularly important when measuring strain localization 
along the irregular fault traces that have variable trends with respect to the global axes 
(e.g. exy in a global coordinate system doesn’t fully capture shear strain on strike-slip 
faults that are oblique to x- and y- axes). In order to quantify the obliquity of slip along 
the faults that develop in the experiments, we take the arctangent of the divergence 
divided by the curl of incremental horizontal displacement field (Equation 4) to calculate 
a strain/slip rake between -90° and 90°.   
 
 
  (4) 
 
Using this method, a slip rake of 0° corresponds to a fault with pure dextral strike-
slip and 90° corresponds to pure convergence. Faults with slip rakes between 0° and ±45° 
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have mostly dextral strike-slip (oblique strike-slip) with the sign indicating contraction 
(+) or extension (-).  Slip rakes between +45° and +90° or -45° and -90° indicate faults 
with mostly dip slip (i.e. oblique-reverse (+) or normal (-) faults).  
2.3.2.3 Peak net strain 
Once the fault slip has been characterized, we analyze the evolving slip 
partitioning by delineating fault segments with predominantly either strike slip or reverse 
slip.  For each time step of the experiment (0.25 mm net displacement), we record the 
peak value of the net strain within each reverse and strike-slip fault zone along margin 
perpendicular transects. This peak strain varies along fault strike so we calculate the 
median peak value along each fault in the network. Analyzing the evolving peak net 
strain along the individual faults allows us to observe how the strike-slip and reverse fault 
activity evolves with increasing applied displacement.  We also examine the evolution of 
the strike-slip (curl) and reverse slip (-divergence) components to track how the slip rake 
along each fault varies as the fault systems develop. 
2.3.2.4 Stereo vision 
In addition to collecting images for PIV, a second high-resolution DSLR camera 
provides images from an alternate perspective that we use to record the 3D topography 
throughout the experiment. A description of the stereovision technique is provided in 
Chapter 1 of this thesis. The addition of uplift evolution via stereo vision greatly 
supplements the evolution of the horizontal incremental velocity field recorded with PIV. 
Uplift maps show where vertical strain accumulates between faults and provide uplift 
rates across the faults.  
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2.3.2.5 Uplift maps 
Relative to the fixed position of the cameras, the positions of structures in the clay 
migrate over the course of the experiments. Therefore, calculating the surface uplift in the 
clay from the elevation change between two time-steps in an experiment first requires 
rectifying the images for their horizontal displacements.  Using the center block as a 
reference frame, we re-grid the higher resolution elevation data to the incremental 
horizontal displacement field resolution. We then use the incremental horizontal 
displacement field from the corresponding time interval to correct the horizontal position 
of incremental uplift measurements. Removing the horizontal incremental displacements 
between frames ensures that the incremental uplift maps show the true uplift pattern and 
minimize artifacts created by the apparent horizontal drift of topography relative to the 
cameras. Since we capture the incremental horizontal displacements every 0.25 mm (30 
second picture interval, 0.5 mm/min applied displacement velocity) and the minimum 
vertical resolution of the calibrated stereovision system is ±1 mm, we cannot resolve the 
incremental uplift at the same temporal resolution as the horizontal displacement field. 
We instead calculate the incremental uplift for every 20 images (5 mm applied 
displacement) to strengthen the signal to noise ratio.  
2.4 Experimental results 
For clarity, we discuss the results from the precut and uncut experiments 
separately, and present time steps during each evolution of the fault system that 
demonstrates key patterns.  For each experiment, we include fault maps overlaid on 
experiment images from an early (lower net displacement) and later (higher net 
displacement) time in order to show the evolution of fault trace geometries, slip rake, and 
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strain magnitude with increasing displacement. We also present uplift maps from 
characteristic time steps to reveal changes in uplift as the fault systems evolve. For all 
experiments, we present the continuous evolution of the incremental peak strain along the 
primarily strike-slip and reverse faults. Full-length animations of the slip rake and net 
strain magnitude for all experiments are provided in the supplemental materials.  
2.4.1 Precut experiments 
Across all precut experiments (Figure 2.3), slip partitioning develops along a 
laterally continuous sliver block bound by primarily strike-slip and reverse faults (Figure 
2.4B, D-H). For the 5° experiment, shear strain localizes onto the precut vertical plane, 
which has strike-slip (rake ~2˚) after 6 mm of net displacement (Figure 2.4A). After 45 
mm of net plate displacement, a new primarily reverse fault (rake ~50˚) forms at the 
surface initiating slip partitioning. For precut experiments with convergence angles >5°, a 
reverse fault forms first (rake 50°-65°), followed closely in time by strike-slip along the 
precut vertical fault (rake 2°-5°) and associated onset of slip partitioning (Figure 2.3). As 
convergence accumulates, a second primarily reverse fault (rake 60°-75°) forms outboard 
of the first in these moderate convergence angle experiments. The scalloped fault trace 
geometry of the imbricate faults strongly follows the geometry of the initial reverse faults 
(Figure 2.4D, F, H). 
The timing of strike-slip along the precut fault and the initiation of slip 
partitioning vary with the convergence angle. For convergence angles greater than 5° the 
strike-slip initiates at lower strain with increasing convergence angle (e.g. initiation at 35 
mm total plate displacement for 10° compared to 27 mm for 20°). 
For both the 5° and 10° experiments, the primarily reverse fault temporarily stops 
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slipping at 8 mm and 21 mm after initiation, respectively (Figure 2.4B). The stalled 
reverse faults both reactivate after another ~20 mm of net displacement (Figure 2.4D).  
2.4.1.1 Evolution of uplift in precut experiments 
The incremental uplift maps reveal the vertical motions associated with slip along 
the faults. Cuspate lobes of increased uplift precede the surface expression of primarily 
reverse slip faults across all precut experiments (e.g. Figure 2.5A, C). The reverse faults 
daylight at the locations of the high uplift gradient indicating that the faults propagate 
upward from depth. For the 10°, 15°, and 20° experiments, where multiple reverse faults 
form, uplift and downdrop (-ve uplift) occurs between reverse faults (e.g. Figure 2.5 D, 
G, H). The episodes of downdrop may indicate slumping as the hangingwalls thicken and 
collapse (Figure 2.3). 
2.4.1.2 Peak incremental net strain in precut experiments 
In the 5° precut experiment, the shear strain rate localizes and exceeds the 
minimum fault threshold (black dashed) along the precut surface, which slips in strike-
slip (S1 indicates the first strike-slip fault, Figure 2.6). Between 50-65 mm of applied 
displacement, greater net slip is accommodated along the strike-slip fault and the 
primarily reverse-fault shuts off (Figure 2.6). Slip partitioning resumes when the 
primarily reverse fault reactivates at 65 mm applied displacement. 
In the 10°, 15°, and 20° precut experiments, strain rate localizes and exceeds the 
minimum fault threshold (black dashed) first along a new oblique-reverse fault (R1 
indicates the first primarily reverse fault, Figure 2-4).  After the primarily reverse fault 
forms, the precut vertical fault strike-slips (S1) signals the initiation of slip partitioning 
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(SP). Early accumulated convergence in the experiment may clamp the pre-cut fault and 
prevent it from slipping until the reverse fault accommodates convergence and reduces 
the compression in its hanging wall.  In experiments with convergence angle > 5˚, the 
pre-cut fault doesn't slip until it is unclamped. Soon after the strike-slip fault begins to 
slip, the net strain rate along the primarily reverse fault is reduced and convergence 
begins to localize along a second primarily reverse fault (R2, Figure 2.6). 
The distribution of net strain on the two faults varies with convergence angle. 
Whereas the 5˚ experiment has more strain accommodated along the strike-slip fault than 
the primarily reverse fault, the 20˚ precut experiment has equal net strain on the two slip-
partitioned faults (Figure 2.6).  The intermediate convergence angles show partitioning of 
net strain consistent with this trend.  Although the convergence angle is less than 45˚, the 
strike-slip component on the primary reverse slip provides near equal net strain rate on 
the two faults.  Across the suite of precut experiments the peak net strain (‘.’) along the 
primarily strike-slip and reverse faults closely match the peak magnitude of curl (‘o’) and 
divergence (‘+’) respectively (Figure 2.6). This indicates that the primarily strike-slip has 
low slip rake and the primarily reverse fault has high slip rake. However, for the 10°, 15°, 
and 20˚ convergence angle experiments, the peak net strain along the first primarily 
reverse fault reveals both curl and divergence components, indicating the obliquity of its 
slip.  Within the higher convergence angle experiments (15˚ and 20˚) the obliquity of the 
primary reverse fault decreases with accumulated strain. The second reverse faults in 
both experiments have nearly pure dip slip as evidence by negligible curl on the faults. 
Within the 10˚ convergence angle experiment, the primarily reverse faults maintain 
oblique slip throughout the experiment. 
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The peak net strain for slip rake values corresponding to normal faulting (-135° to 
-45°, purple) shows that extensional strain mostly remains below the background level 
(black dotted) for precut faults over the tested displacement range and convergence 
angles.  Extension increases above the background threshold after 84 mm of plate 
displacement in the 20° convergence angle experiment as the slip partitioned sliver 
thickens and slumps. The collapse of the hanging wall (observed as –ve in the uplift 
maps) causes extension across the strike-slip fault (Figure 2.6).  
2.4.1.3 Slip rake evolution along faults in precut experiments 
For all precut experiments, the simultaneous occurrence of reverse slip (green ‘o’) 
on one fault and strike-slip (blue ‘o’) on another signals the development of slip 
partitioning.  The evolving mean slip rake in the experiments also reveals earlier slip 
partitioning development for higher convergence angles (e.g. Figure 2.7; 35 mm 
displacement for 5°, 22 mm for 20°). Within the experiment with the lowest tested 
convergence angle (5°), the mean slip rake along the precut fault remains mostly strike-
slip (-20° to 20°).  The development of the reverse fault at 105 mm of plate displacement 
is preceded by the growth of echelon faults with mostly strike-slip rake (30-50 mm 
displacement; Figure 2.7). For precut experiments 10°-20°, the mean slip rake along the 
first primarily reverse fault shows oblique slip, consistent with the components shown in 
Figure 2.6.  At higher convergence angles the obliquity of slip generally decreases with 
periods of pure dip slip (e.g. Figure 2.7; 20° is mostly reverse-slip).  
2.4.2 Uncut experiments 
The geometry of the fault traces across all uncut experiments varies along the 
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block margin (Figure 2.9B, D-H). Because different portions of the margin evolve 
differently, we consider the onset of faulting and slip partitioning when any part of the 
system first displays these features. For the 5° experiment, shear strain localizes to form a 
new strike-slip fault after 12 mm of net displacement (Figure 2.9A).  A new primarily 
reverse fault does not form in the 5° uncut experiment until after ~75 mm displacement 
with the associated onset of slip partitioning (Figure 2.9B).  Fault trenches from the end 
of the experiment reveal that the dip of this reverse fault is between ~38°-48°. 
For uncut experiments with convergence angles >5°, an oblique reverse fault 
forms first with an approximate slip rake of 45°-75° (Figure 2.9).  With additional 
applied displacement, the slip rake along this first primarily reverse fault decreases until 
it has primarily strike-slip (rake <45°).  Soon after the first fault transitions to strike-slip, 
convergent strain localizes along a new, primarily reverse fault thereby partitioning slip 
(Figure 2.9D, F).  The slip partitioning is limited to the regions of the experiment that 
develop a second fault; other regions maintain oblique slip along the first fault that 
developed.  
2.4.2.1 Evolution of uplift in uncut experiments 
The incremental uplift maps of the uncut experiments reveal the location of 
incipient reverse faults where gradients in incremental uplift are not yet breached by 
faults (e.g. the blind reverse fault in Figure 2.10 H). The 10°, 15°, and 20° experiments 
show reduced incremental uplift as the initially reverse-slip fault transitions to primarily 
strike-slip (e.g. Figure 2.10 H).  Residual differential uplift across the active primarily 
strike-slip fault indicates that the fault maintains a small component of dip slip.  
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2.4.2.2 Peak incremental net strain in uncut experiments 
Similar to the 5° precut experiment, horizontal shear localizes in the 5° uncut 
experiment until the strain rate exceeds the minimum fault threshold (black dashed) to 
form an initial strike-slip fault (S1, Figure 2.11). In the uncut experiments with more 
moderate convergent angles (10°, 15°, and 20°), strain localizes and exceeds the 
minimum fault threshold (black dashed) to form an initial oblique-reverse fault (R1, 
Figure 2.11).  After forming, the oblique-reverse fault begins to accommodate increasing 
strike-slip until the horizontal slip rake vector exceeds 45° and becomes an oblique 
strike-slip (S1) fault. The transition from primarily reverse to strike-slip of this first fault 
occurs with larger applied displacements in experiments with lower convergence angle. 
After this transition, strain begins to localize along a second reverse fault, which develops 
with an addition of 10-35 mm applied displacement. Localized slip partitioning (SP) 
begins within some portions (Figure 2.11; percent of total trench length) of the 
experiment when the second reverse fault forms.  Similar to the precut experiments, the 
peak curl (‘o’) and divergence (‘+’) across the uncut experiments also closely match the 
peak net strain along the strike-slip and reverse faults, respectively within the slip 
partitioned regions.  The difference between the net strain and the curl and divergence for 
primarily strike-slip and reverse faults, respectively, shows the oblique component of slip 
along each of the faults. Because we only show the evolution for portions of the 
experiment that develop slip partitioning, the investigation areas have less oblique slip 
than the rest of the experiment. 
The peak net strain for extensional slip rakes (-135° to -45°; blue in Figure 2.11 
remains predominantly below the background level (black dotted) in the uncut 
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experiments. However, the extensional strain briefly exceeds the background level during 
the following discrete events: 1) releasing bend formation in the 5° experiment (52-60 
mm and 92-105 mm displacement), 2) unclamping of the first reverse fault associated 
with initiation of a second reverse fault in the 10° (65-80 mm displacement), 3) a slight 
tilting (back-rotation) of the center block in the 15° (54-55 mm displacement), and 4) 
echelon fault formation preceding the growth of a new strike-slip fault late in the 20° 
experiment, that is associated with decoupling of the clay from the underlying block (96 
mm displacement). 
Throughout both the uncut and precut experiments, the peak incremental net 
strain along the primarily strike-slip and reverse faults show anti-correlation in activity.  
Periods of high reverse slip rate occur synchronous with low strike-slip activity and vice 
versa (Figure 2.6, 2.11).  
2.4.2.3 Slip rake evolution along faults in uncut experiments 
The simultaneous occurrence of reverse-slip (green ‘o’) on one fault and strike-
slip (blue ‘o’) on another indicates the development of slip partitioning (Figure 2.12). 
Slip partitioning in the uncut experiments again develops earlier for higher convergence 
angles (e.g. 55 mm for 20°; 80 mm for 5°).  The marked decrease in mean rake angle 
from 54-55 mm plate displacement for the 15° experiment owes to a slight tilting (back 
rotation) of the center block beneath the clay. The rotation briefly (<2 mm net 
displacement) accommodated additional convergence along the subduction zone 
decreasing slip rake angle along the oblique fault (Figure 2.12). Interestingly, slip 
partitioning initiated in this experiment immediately follows the block rotation and 
associated extension. The oblique reverse faults that form first for convergence angles 
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greater than 5° exhibit a range of slip rake with both strike-slip and reverse components. 
Once the second reverse fault forms and slip partitioning initiates, the difference in the 
mean slip rake along the two faults increases (e.g. 20°; before slip partitioning, ~∆20° vs. 
after slip partitioning, ~∆40°). In the 20˚ experiment, similar to the precut experiments, 
the slip rake on the primarily reverse fault increases with time as this fault exhibits 
greater dip slip. The uncut experiments show greater obliquity of slip during slip 
partitioning than the precut experiments. Because both faults of the uncut experiments 
dip, they both are able to accommodate convergence. This differs from the precut 
experiments where the vertical precut fault cannot effectively accommodate convergence 
so this surface has low slip obliquity.  
2.5 Discussion 
Across all experiments, slip partitioning develops at lower total displacement as 
the prescribed convergence angle increases from 5° to 20° from margin parallel. Higher 
convergence angle fosters the development of the reverse fault that marks the onset of 
slip partitioning in the uncut experiments. Where higher convergence angles foster the 
development of reverse faults, the development of strike-slip faults occurs with lesser-
applied displacement in the lower convergence angle experiments (grey trend lines 
Figures 2.3 & 2.8).  
2.5.1 Three styles of slip partitioning development 
The experiments reveal three styles of slip partitioning development—contingent 
upon convergence angle and the presence, or absence, of a pre-existing vertical fault. 
Independent of whether or not the wet kaolin is precut experiments with a convergence 
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angle of 5° develop similarly and characterize the first style slip partitioning. In these 
experiments, loading via 5˚ convergence is initially accommodated by a primarily strike-
slip fault—either along the precut vertical fault or a newly grown dipping fault in the 
uncut experiment— before convergent strain localizes along a new primarily reverse 
fault.  In this first style of slip partitioning, the formation of the reverse fault marks the 
start of slip partitioning (Figure 2.12).  Throughout this style of slip partitioning, the 
primarily strike-slip fault accommodates greater strain than the reverse fault. 
Higher convergence angle experiments (10°, 15°, 20°) demonstrate the second 
and third styles of slip partitioning development, where the style depends on the presence 
of a precut vertical fault. In the second style, as observed in the precut 10°, 15°, and 20° 
experiments, the precut vertical fault does not slip first due to the clamping effect of the 
convergence. Instead a new oblique-reverse fault forms (Figure 2.13 A). Once the 
convergent strain is accommodated along the reverse fault (B), the precut fault begins to 
slip in strike-slip (C).  The accommodation of contraction along the reverse fault may 
unclamp the vertical precut fault to promote slip. Once the strike-slip fault becomes 
active, the net slip rate on the reverse fault decreases until convergent strain re-
accumulates to promote dip slip. This pattern of fault development is well illustrated in 
the 10° precut experiment (Figure 2.15 A-H). At the beginning of the experiment, strain 
beings to localize along the precut fault (Fig. 2.15 A) but does not reach the threshold for 
fault slip.  From 0.3 mm to 16.3 mm of plate displacement the shear strain on the precut 
fault decreases and convergent strain localizes along the first thrust fault (Figure 2.15 B, 
C & D).  After the thrust fault reaches the surface, its accommodation of convergence 
unclamps the precut strike-slip fault, which reactivates at 30.5 mm applied displacement 
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(Figure 2.15 E).  Once strike-slip reactivates, strain rate on the first reverse fault subsides 
but the fault remains active (Figure 2.15 F).  Figure 2.14 shows that this period of slower 
net strain rate on the primarily reverse fault coincides with a period of greater net strain 
rate on the strike-slip fault. From 41 to 61 mm of plate displacement, the net strain rate 
on the thrust fault increases again (Figure 2.15 F-G). At 91 mm of applied displacement, 
a second, imbricate thrust fault develops and the initial thrust is abandoned (Figure 2.15 
H). The development of this second thrust is associated with a modest increase in the net 
stain rate across the primarily reverse faults, which suggests that this fault more 
efficiently accommodates oblique convergence than the first reverse fault. The shallower 
dip of the second reverse fault (32°-39°) may be more efficient than that of the first 
reverse fault (38°-47°).  
The uncut experiments with 10°, 15°, and 20° convergence angles show a third 
style of slip partitioning development. Similar to the precut experiments, an oblique-
reverse fault is first to form in the uncut experiments (Figure 2.16). However, in the 
absence of a precut vertical plane, the obliquity of slip along the initial reverse fault 
increases with total accumulated horizontal shear until it becomes a strike-slip fault. The 
transition from reverse-dominant to strike-slip dominant activity along the initial fault is 
closely followed in time by the formation of a second, more shallowly dipping, primarily 
reverse fault and the onset of slip partitioning.  
2.5.2 Comparison to previous experimental work 
The wet kaolin experiments show that higher convergence angles and the 
presence of a precut fault lead to slip partitioning at lower total accumulated strain. These 
results support the conclusions drawn from previous experiments in dry sand (Haq & 
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Davis, 2010; Leever et al., 2011) that the evolution of a slip partitioned fault system is 
controlled both by the angle of convergence and pre-existing weaknesses. The earlier 
onset of slip partitioning when the vertical fault is precut in the wet kaolin and the 
differences in observed fault geometry from the precut and uncut experiments support 
conclusions by Haq & Davis (2010) that variations in rheology play an important role in 
the localization of shear and that heterogeneities in rheology could foster slip partitioning 
development at lower total accumulated strain. 
Furthermore, the precut experiments in wet kaolin show that slip partitioning 
develops in stages similar to those proposed by Leever et al. (2011): (1) Early strain 
accumulation, (2) separate formation of reverse and strike-slip faults, and (3) active slip 
along both reverse and strike-slip faults. The wet kaolin experiments with moderate 
convergence angle resemble experiments in dry sand that develop an early reverse fault 
before slipping along a strike-slip fault. However, across all of the tested convergence 
angles, slip partitioning develops under less total strain in similar convergence angle sand 
experiments than in wet kaolin. This difference in timing is likely due to rheological 
differences between the sand and wet kaolin.  In contraction, sand grains forms force 
chains (Oda & Kazama, 1998, Rechenmacher et al., 2010), so that the sand may not be 
able to compact as much as the wet kaolin before localizing reverse faulting.  
Additionally, the non-zero cohesion of the wet kaolin promotes long-lived activity along 
existing faults, thereby reducing the total number of faults in the system. 
The nature of the strike-slip development over a single oblique convergent 
discontinuity in wet kaolin also differs from that of dry sand (Leever et al., 2011).  With 
exception of the 5˚ uncut experiment, the wet kaolin experiments reactivate either the 
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precut or existing faults in strike-slip whereas dry sand experiments grow new strike-slip 
faults from echelon shears late in the experiment (Leever et al., 2011).  Furthermore, in 
the experiments without a precut vertical fault, the onset of faulting occurs after greater 
cumulative strain than the precut experiments due to the increased work required to grow 
a new fault (Figure 2.3 & 2.8).   The prevalent utilization of existing weakness in the wet 
kaolin experiments is also consistent with the non-zero cohesion of wet kaolin. 
At low convergence angles (<10°) in the uncut experiment, the strike-slip fault 
initiates with echelon segments such as observed in pure strike-slip experiments (e.g. 
Hatem et al., 2017). This irregular geometry strongly controls the slip vector rakes on the 
strike-slip faults and promotes greater convergence along the vertical fault than in the 
precut experiment.  
2.5.3 Implications for oblique convergence in the crust 
2.5.3.1 Slip partitioning development in magmatic arcs 
The role of pre-existing crustal weaknesses in the development of slip partitioning 
in the crust has been suggested in previous studies to explain partitioning at relatively 
high convergence angles (e.g. De Saint Blanquat et al., 1998, Haq & Davis, 2010). The 
positive feedback loop—between weakening the crust through magmatic intrusion and 
localizing strain through increasing differential stress—could initiate large through-going 
strike-slip faults and facilitate slip partitioning (De Saint Blanquat et al., 1998). The 
results from the precut clay experiments support this idea that the presence of a structure 
weak in shear can facilitate slip partitioning at lower total strain and in a different 
sequence of fault activity than a more homogenous strength model. The results from the 
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experiments further support the idea that arc magmatism and associated weakening 
facilitates slip partitioning along oblique margins with a high degree of convergence (e.g. 
Sumatra 50°, Yu et al. 1993). Alternatively, the uncut experiments show that slip 
partitioning may evolve as early reverse faults are reactivated in strike-slip. This suggests 
that any crustal weakness, whether associated with magmatism or not, may be utilized for 
strike slip. Furthermore, the localization of strike-slip along faults at slip-partitioned 
subduction margins may provide pathways for the migration of magma and associated 
thermal weakening.  
2.5.3.2 Timing of fault activity and onset of slip partitioning 
The temporally varying slip rates along slip-partitioned faults in the clay models 
suggest that the faults are continuously adjusting to conditions produced by other faults. 
This interpretation is supported by geologic evidence from the Great Sumatran Fault 
system. De Saint Blanquat et al. (1998) suggested that the consistent orientation and 
obliquity of contractional structures (15° from Great Sumatran fault strike, Tikoff & 
Teyssier, 1994) across hundreds of kilometers of the Great Sumatran Fault system 
indicates that transpressional systems could be linked kinematically and may form a 
single dynamic system. 
The oblique convergence experiments show slip partitioning that has periods of 
slower and faster slip rate on component faults even under consistent remote loading rate. 
This deviation from a steady state in the wet kaolin experiments suggests that slip-
partitioned crustal systems may also evolve with oscillating behavior between faults 
rather than developing a single efficient active fault structure. Obliquely convergent 
subduction margins may initially accommodate deformation along a single oblique-slip 
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reverse fault in the forearc. Later, as a weak zone grows in the crust from thermal 
weakening associated with magmatism, the system may take advantage of this weakness 
and localize deformation into a strike-slip fault.  Once grown, the two faults can 
accommodate portions of the strike-slip and reverse shear components of the oblique 
strain.  The experiment results suggest that slip on one fault may alter the local stress 
field, which promotes slip on the other fault so that the faults modulate each other’s 
activity. By oscillating activity between the alternatingly favorable faults, the oblique 
loading is partitioned as slip on the fault differently over the evolution of the system. 
Consequently, the slip partitioned fault system does not exhibit steady-state deformation. 
This observed oscillation or alternating activity along individual fault segments in the 
clay further supports the theory proposed by Tikoff & Teyssier (1994) that 
transpressional systems along oblique subduction zones could be mechanically coupled 
across their magmatic arcs.  Similarly, the results from these experiments support 
findings by Dolan et al. (2007), who observed a temporal anticorrelation in seismic 
activity in Southern California and proposed long-lived fault interactions over long-
ranges.  
2.6 Conclusions 
Oblique convergence experiments in clay develop slip-partitioned crustal systems 
rather than developing a single efficient active fault structure in order to accommodate 
oblique convergence.  The development of two fault surfaces, which consume greater 
work, arises due to the changes in the local stress state after development of the first fault.  
As one of the stress components is relieved by either the early strike-slip along a pre-
existing weakness or dip slip along a newly created reverse fault, the local stress field 
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will then favor development of the type of fault. 
The suite of experiments in this study reveals three styles of slip partitioning 
development controlled by the convergence angle and presence of a pre-existing crustal 
weakness. The first style (Type 1) observed in the low convergent angle experiments (5°) 
grows strike-slip faults prior to reverse faults regardless of whether the fault is precut or 
not. This result suggests that the presence of a pre-existing weakness has a less effect on 
the development of slip partitioning in strike-slip dominated systems than for more 
moderate angle convergent margins.  For the more moderate convergence angle 
experiments (10°, 15°, and 20° precut and uncut), the sequence of slip partitioning is 
dominantly controlled by the presence of a pre-existing crustal weakness. In all 
experiments, the primarily reverse fault forms first.  Subsequent slip partitioning 
develops either at the initiation of strike-slip along the precut fault (Type 2) or growth of 
a secondary reverse fault for uncut experiments where slip on the first fault has 
transitioned to strike-slip (Type 3). Here, the relative angle of convergence seems to play 
a subordinate role, controlling the timing of slip partitioning development (higher 
convergence angles partitioning earlier) but not the sequence of faulting leading up to slip 
partitioning. 
Non steady-state slip rates along the strike-slip and reverse faults for both precut 
and uncut experiments suggest that faults in slip partitioned systems continuously adjust 
to the conditions produced by deformation along the other faults. One result from the non 
steady-state is temporally oscillating relative rates of slip between strike-slip and reverse 
faulting due the continuous redistribution of shear and convergent strain as fault systems 
develop.  
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2.7 Figures 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Figure 2.1 Three-dimensional schematic of the Sumatra subduction zone. 
Depicts the oblique-thrust fault along the Sunda trench where the Australian and 
Indian plates subduct beneath the Sunda plate. Map view shows the parallel 
trending strike-slip fault bisecting Sumatra. Modified from Nature 435,756-757 
(9 June 2005) 
. 
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Figure 2.2 Schematic of model geometry. (A) Schematic illustrates the three 
plastic blocks with abutting 30° contacts and 2.5 cm of overlying wet kaolin 
clay or dry sand. The blocks are positioned by two metal plates: one fixed and 
the other driven obliquely (q, measured from margin parallel) by two 90° 
opposed stepper motors. (B) Two DSLR cameras mounted above the model 
capture high-resolution images of the region of interest (ROI) shown in the red-
dashed box. For precut experiments, an electrified copper wire (24 AWG, ~0.5 
mm) is stretched tight with a wooden bow (B) and used to cut a discrete vertical 
fault parallel to and directly above the dipping block contact before starting the 
motors. 
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Figure 2.3 Synoptic timeline of early slip partitioning evolution for precut 
experiments. Yellow shading indicates the timing of slip partitioning. Within 
individual experiment timelines, the relative positions of the fault traces within the 
forearc are indicated by the relative vertical positions of each line. 
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Figure 2.4 Fault maps for precut experiments. (A-H) 5° to 20° convergence angles. 
Faults are color coded to slip rake by hue; strike-slip (cyan), reverse (green). The 
incremental strain magnitude is indicated by color saturation (full saturation = 0.01).   
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Figure 2.5 Incremental uplift maps for precut experiments. (A-H) Fault slip rake 
overlay for precut experiments with 5° to 20° convergence angles. Red corresponds to 
positive uplift and blue to negative (down-dropping). 
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Figure 2.6 Peak incremental net strain for precut experiments. The evolution of strain 
along strike-slip, reverse, and normal faults throughout precut experiments with 5° to 
20° convergence angles. Faults are grouped by slip rake (-45°≤ strike-slip ≤45°blue, 
45°≤ reverse ≤135° green, -135°≤ normal ≤-45° purple) and the peak incremental net 
strain within the faults is calculated along transects perpendicular to the subduction 
margin (edges trimmed). The median peak strain along each fault is then taken for 
each strain component (curl = o; divergence = +; net = . ) to observe how strain 
partitioning (yellow shading) effects faulting throughout the experiments.  Here we 
plot the absolute value of divergence and delineate contraction and extension with 
different colors (green and purple respectively). Reverse and strike-slip faults reveal a 
‘trade-off’ in activity as they accommodate strain throughout the suite of experiments. 
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Figure 2.7 Evolution of mean slip rake along faults throughout precut experiments. 
Faults are grouped both by slip rake (-45°≤ dextral strike-slip ≤45°, 45°≤ reverse 
≤135°, -135°≤ normal ≤-45) and by fault length (the two longest faults). The standard 
deviation of slip rake along each fault is shown with grey shading.  The obliquity of 
dextral strike-slip (blue) and reverse slip (green) rake angles alternate on the mostly 
strike-slip and mostly reverse fault depending on convergence angle and faulting 
sequence. Reverse and extensional slip rake angles (purple-filled) are plotted along 
the left and right y-axes respectively. 
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Figure 2.8 Synoptic timeline of early slip partitioning evolution for uncut 
experiments. The timing of slip partitioning is indicated by yellow shading. Within 
individual experiment timelines, the relative positions of the fault traces within the 
forearc are indicated by the relative vertical positions of each line. 
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Figure 2.9 Fault maps for uncut experiments. Fault maps (A-H) for experiments with 
5° to 20° convergence angles. Faults are color coded to slip rake by hue; strike-slip 
(cyan), reverse (green). The incremental strain magnitude is indicated by color 
saturation (full saturation = 0.01).   
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Figure 2.10 Incremental uplift maps for uncut experiments. (A-H) Fault slip rake 
overlay for uncut experiments with 5° to 20° convergence angles. Red corresponds to 
positive uplift and blue to negative (down dropping). Dashed boxes indicate regions 
of localized slip partitioning. 
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Figure 2.11 Peak incremental net strain for uncut experiments. The evolution of strain 
along strike-slip, reverse, and normal faults throughout experiments with 5° to 20° 
convergence angles. Faults are grouped by slip rake (-45°≤ dextral strike-slip ≤45° 
blue, 45°≤ reverse ≤135° green, -135°≤ normal ≤-45 purple°) and the peak 
incremental net strain within the faults is calculated along transects perpendicular to 
the convergent margin. The median peak strain along each fault is then taken for each 
strain component (curl = ‘o’; divergence = ‘+’; net = ‘.’ ) to observe how strain 
partitioning (yellow shading) effects faulting throughout the experiments.  Reverse 
and dextral strike-slip faults reveal a ‘trade-off’ in accommodating strain throughout 
the suite of experiments. 
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Figure 2.12 Evolution of mean slip rake along faults throughout uncut experiments. 
Faults are grouped both by slip rake (-45°≤ dextral strike-slip ≤45°, 45°≤ reverse 
≤135°, -135°≤ normal ≤-45) and by fault length (only two longest faults shown). The 
standard deviation of slip rake along each fault is shown with grey shading.  The 
obliquity of dextral strike-slip (blue) and reverse slip (green) rake angles alternate on 
the mostly strike-slip and mostly reverse fault depending on convergence angle and 
faulting sequence. Reverse and extensional slip rake angles (purple-filled) are plotted 
along the left and right y-axes respectively. 
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Figure 2.13 Evolution of peak net strain along strike-slip and reverse faults 
throughout the precut 5° convergence angle experiment. For both the precut and uncut 
5° experiments, horizontal shear accumulates and exceeds the minimum fault 
threshold (black dashed) forming an early strike-slip fault (S1) first (frame A). 
Convergence accumulates forming a reverse fault (R1) and signals the initiation of 
slip partitioning in both 5° experiments (B, D, E). Uplift maps reveal the “scalloped” 
margins of blind reverse faults as they approach the clay surface. 
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Figure 2.14 Evolution of peak net strain along strike-slip and reverse faults 
throughout the precut 10° convergence angle experiment. For the 10°, 15°, 20° precut 
experiments, convergence accumulates and exceeds the minimum fault threshold 
(black dashed) forming an oblique-reverse fault (R1) first (frame B).  After the reverse 
fault forms, the precut vertical fault becomes ‘unclamped’ and becomes active (S1) 
signaling the initiation of slip partitioning (SP). Immediately following slip along the 
strike-slip fault, strain along the reverse fault is reduced (C) until convergence re-
accumulates. By 90 mm net displacement (E), convergence redistributes along a 
second reverse fault (R2). Uplift maps reveal the topographic relief created by the 
blind reverse fault as is propagates from below (A1) as well as the influence of splay 
geometry on the shape of the reverse fault (B1, D1). 
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Figure 2.15 Fault maps revealing strain localization, fault activity, and horizontal slip 
rake during slip partitioning development in the 10° precut experiment.  Color saturation 
corresponds to the magnitude of net strain with full saturation representing 0.01 net 
strain, the empirically determined minimum threshold for faulting. Color hue 
corresponds to the horizontal slip rake angle where cyan is pure strike-slip (0°), green 
is reverse faulting (90°), and dark blue is normal faulting (-90°).  
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Figure 2.16 Evolution of peak net strain along strike-slip and reverse faults 
throughout the uncut 20° convergence angle experiment. For the 10°, 15°, 20° uncut 
experiments, convergence accumulates and exceeds the minimum fault threshold 
(black dashed) forming an oblique-reverse fault (R1) first (frames A,B).  After 
forming, the oblique-reverse fault begins to accommodate increasing strike-slip until 
the horizontal slip rake vector exceeds 45° and becomes an oblique strike-slip fault 
(S1). Once this transition from reverse-dominant to strike-slip dominant slip occurs 
(C), strain begins to localize along a second reverse fault (D). Slip partitioning (SP) 
begins when the second reverse fault forms. Uplift maps (A1-D1) reveal the decrease 
in uplift rates as the reverse fault transitions into strike-slip dominant slip rake. 
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2.8 Supplemental information 
2.8.1 Confirming fault dip/fault trenches 
Fault trenching (Figures S2.13-16) confirms that both strike-slip and reverse 
faults root at the block edge discontinuity.  Additionally, with the exception for the 5° 
uncut experiment, the dip of faults in the clay generally remain constant with depth 
across the experiments. Final position of underlying block edge (observed) is compared 
to the predicted location (theoretical) based on applied displacement and convergence 
angle (Figure S2.16). The discrepancy is then reported as a percent of the total applied 
convergence – positive or negative values correspond to more or less convergence than 
predicted, respectively. Due to heterogeneities in front and back block edges, the center 
block tracks slightly ahead or behind (0.8-1.5 mm) the predicted position for all 
experiments. 
We verify the fault dip by measuring the distance between the known position of 
the underlying block edge (black dashed) and the reverse fault scarp (magenta) (Figures 
S2.17-19). The dips of the reverse faults vary spatially across the experiments. The 
minimum dip values are constrained by the fault scarp positioned farthest from the block 
edge. For the 5° precut experiment, the maximum dip approaches vertical where the en 
echelon faults intersects the precut fault. At initiation, reverse fault R1 has a minimum 
dip of 54° and progressively shallows to 47° during the experiment. Reverse fault R1* 
forms with a minimum dip of 40° and likewise, shallows to 35° by experiment end. The 
decrease in dip could be the result of the fault shallowing as it approaches the surface.  
Bottom left: Map view of a trench excavated at the end of the experiment with main 
structures identified.  Bottom middle: Map view of trench after convergence is removed 
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(extended). Bottom right: Cross-section view of trench verifying dip of structures 
calculated above. Dip values in cross-section underestimate dip at experiment end due to 
minor fault rotation during extension/unslipping. 
For the 5° uncut experiment, maximum dip approaches vertical where the faults 
intersect the block edge (Figure S2.14).  Reverse fault (R1) initiates at a lower dip (38°) 
than the initial strike-slip fault (SS1) (61°). Strike-slip fault SS1 steepens (61° to 68°) as 
convergence accumulates, however, the dip of the reverse fault (R1) remains constant at 
38°.  Bottom left: Map view of a trench excavated at the end of the experiment with main 
structures identified. (Note: cross-section not through point of minimum dip for SS1 or 
R1) Bottom right: Cross-section view of trench verifying dip of structures calculated 
above. Dip values in cross-section show reasonable agreement (±2°) with dip values 
calculated from above.  (R1a, R1b) reveal a shallowing of dip as the fault propagates 
from depth. 
 For the 10° precut experiment, the maximum dip approaches vertical where 
cuspate thrusts intersect the block edge.  A second stage of reverse faulting (R2) initiates 
during slip partitioning and forms at a lower dip (39°) than the initial reverse fault (R1) 
(50°). The initial (R1) and secondary (R2) reverse faults slightly shallow (-1° and -2°, 
respectively) as convergence accumulates. Bottom left: Map view of a trench excavated 
at the end of the experiment with main structures identified. Bottom right: Cross-section 
view of trench verifying dip of structures calculated above. The precut fault remains 
vertical with a dip of 0°. During extension, several normal faults (N1, N2) form at dip 
angles (51°-57°) following Andersonian fault behavior. Dip values in cross-section 
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underestimate dip for convergent structures during the experiment due to minor fault 
rotation during extension/unslipping. 
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2.8.2 Supplemental figures 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
  
 
Figure S2.17 Map views of trenches excavated at the end of each experiment.  
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Figure S2.18 Annotated map view images of 5° precut experiment. Images reveal the 
evolution of reverse fault dip through 120.0 mm of total plate displacement.  
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Figure S2.19 Annotated map view images of 5° uncut experiment. Images reveal the 
evolution of fault dip through 120.0 mm of total plate displacement.  
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Figure S2.20 Annotated map view images of 10° precut experiment. Images reveal the 
evolution of reverse fault dip through 120.0 mm of total plate displacement.  
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Figure S2.21 Summary of annotated map view images for precut 
experiments. Images reveal reverse fault dip at early and late stages 
of development for all tested precut experiments (5°-20°). Fault dip is 
calculated from the measured distance between the known position of 
the underlying block edge (green dashed) and the reverse fault scarp 
(magenta). The minimum dip values are constrained by the fault 
scarp positioned furthest from the block edge. The maximum dip 
approaches vertical where en echelon faults intersect the block edge.  
Left column: early stages of fault development as strain localizes and 
faults initiate at surface. Right column: late stages of fault 
development after slip partitioning has evolved. Across all precut 
experiments, the secondary reverse fault (R2) initiates during slip 
partitioning and forms at a lower dip (29°-37°) than the initial 
reverse fault (R1) (42-50°). Additionally, for all experiments, the dip 
of the initial reverse fault (R1) remains mostly constant as 
convergence accumulates. 
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Figure S2.22 Summary of annotated map view images for uncut 
experiments. Images reveal reverse fault dip at early and late stages 
of development for all tested uncut experiments (5°-20°). Fault dip is 
calculated from the measured distance between the known position of 
the underlying block edge (green dashed) and the reverse fault scarp 
(magenta). The minimum dip values are constrained by the fault 
scarp positioned furthest from the block edge. The maximum dip 
approaches vertical where en echelon faults intersect the block edge.  
Left column: early stages of fault development as strain localizes and 
faults initiate at surface. Right column: late stages of fault 
development after slip partitioning has evolved. Across all uncut 
experiments, the secondary reverse fault (R2) initiates during slip 
partitioning and forms at a lower dip (32°-39°) than the initial 
reverse fault (R1) (38-47°). The dip of the initial reverse fault (R1) 
remains mostly constant.  
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CHAPTER 3 
 
CHARACTERIZING WET KAOLIN RHEOLOGY FOR APPLICATIONS TO 
CRUSTAL DEFORMATION EXPERIMENTS 
3.1 Introduction 
Scaled physical experiments allow geologists to directly observe processes that 
occur over length and time scales that would otherwise be impossible to witness. Careful 
scaling relationships must be maintained in order to ensure geometric similarity between 
the structures that form in the model and structures that form in the crust. For structural 
models of faulting processes, the primary parameters we are concerned with scaling are 
length, strength, and density (Hubbert, 1937). Assuming materials of similar order of 
magnitude density, the following simple scaling ratio (Equation 1) relates the length and 
strength of the model to the crustal prototype: 
 
    (1) 
 
Wet kaolin clay is a particularly useful crustal analog in that its strength can be 
adjusted by altering its water content.  Additionally, its complex bi-viscous rheology and 
non-zero cohesion can better simulate the elastic and viscous components of crustal 
deformation and the growth of long-lived faults than granular materials like dry sand 
(Cooke & van der Elst, 2012, Hatem et al., 2015).  The wet clay’s complex rheology also 
allows for testing over a wider range of length scales than dry sand.  In addition to being 
able to adjust the wet clay’s shear strength, the viscous and elastic components of its 
rheology can be controlled by its strain rate. Wet kaolin clay also demonstrates 
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thixotropic behavior, or decreased viscosity due to the reorientation and disaggregation of 
clay particles under flow conditions (Pignon et al., 1998). Since preparing the clay before 
each experiment requires first mixing with an electric mixer (~103 rpm) at high strain 
rates (>100 radians/s), we need to fully parameterize this effect in order to elicit the 
desired response from the wet clay for any particular model.  This chapter of my thesis 
examines the thixotropic behavior of a typical premixed clay (Sheffield© T-6B Moist 
Stoneware Clay) and the effect of various clay-silt-sand mixtures on the shear strength 
for samples with constant water content. I then compare the results from a suite of 
physical experiments in dry sand and wet kaolin using identical boundary conditions.  
3.2 Methods 
3.2.1 Rheometer tests 
Building on the rheological investigations of Cooke & van der Elst (2012), I 
perform a suite of basic oscillatory tests on a sample of T-6B premixed wet kaolin clay to 
examine the recovery of the elastic (storage) and viscous (loss) components of 
deformation after the gel point (flow conditions) has been reached. After measuring the 
shear strength of the wet clay using the fall cone method (DeGroot & Lunne, 2007), I 
load ~0.37 mL samples into an Anton Paar© MCR 302 Rheometer with 2 mm spaced 
parallel plates (diameter 19.05 mm).  The surfaces of the parallel plates have a sand 
blasted texture for better adhesion to the clay surface.  I then perform structure 
breakdown and recovery step tests for strain rates varying from 50 - 600 radian/s (500-
6,000 rpm) to simulate various mixing rates and record the total thixotropic time for each 
rate. These tests have the benefit of recording the continuous recovery of both the storage 
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and loss moduli through oscillation, while also imparting large strains via rotation 
(Mezger, 2006). I perform amplitude and frequency sweep tests on wet clay to observe 
the flow and yield points as well as strain rate dependent behavior.  
3.2.2 Grain size tests 
I design different recipes of wet kaolin to assess the impact of different contents 
on material properties. I investigate the solid particle distribution of the T-6B premixed 
tile clay in the experiments described in previous chapters with settling tests according to 
AASHTO T88 (ASTM D 422) procedures.  Using the size distribution curve attained 
from the settling tests, I then create synthetic mixtures of clay-slit-sand and test the effect 
of changing the ratio of solid particle sizes on the shear strength of the mixtures. I use 
milled flint (Sheffield © MIN-U-SIL 40) to approximate the silt-fraction of the tested 
premixed clay and a fine to very fine-grained sand mix (Sheffield © F-75 silica).  I mix 
the silt and fine sand with Sheffield© #6-Tile kaolin powder using a standard kitchen 
blender. The mixture is pulsed at medium speed while adding water slowly until the 
texture is homogenous. I record the water content by mass ([wet weight - dry weight] / 
dry weight) by weighing the samples after mixing and then again after 24 hours in a 
drying oven at 100° C. 
In order to test how the different clay-silt-sand mixtures accommodate 
deformation in a crustal model, I ran five simple restraining bend experiments with a 15°, 
5 cm step over. The water content for each clay mixture was adjusted to maintain the 
same shear strength (100±5 Pa) measured by fall cone.  For each experiment clay depth 
was 2.5 cm and the displacement rate of the underling moving plate was 0.5 mm/minute. 
A vertical fault was cut along the basal discontinuity of the restraining bend using an 
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electric probe.  The low electric current through the probe reduces adhesion due to van 
der Waals forces and minimizes disturbance of the clay. 
3.2.3 Physical experiments for comparison to dry sand 
I used three plastic blocks with abutting 30° contacts (Figure 3.1-A) to create an 
oblique slip dislocation that simulates the loading in an oblique subduction zone such as 
the Great Sumatra Fault or Median Tectonic Line in Japan. The converging blocks drive 
deformation in a 2.5 cm thick overlying layer of either dry sand (320 µm grain size) or T-
6B premixed wet kaolin clay. The blocks are driven at a constant net velocity of 0.5 
mm/minute using two (x- and y-axis) computer controlled stepper motors. For dry sand 
experiments I project a horizontal surface (2D laser plane) during setup to ensure an even 
final surface without smoothing and compacting the sand. I use a piece of folded sheet 
metal to smooth the surface of the clay before each experiment. I collect continuous high-
resolution digital images (3.1-B) throughout the experiments (0.25 mm temporal 
resolution) and employ digital image correlation techniques (PIV) for strain analysis. 
3.3 Results 
3.3.1 Rheology 
Across three identical samples of T-6B clay with water content ~80% by mass, 
amplitude sweep tests (controlled shear stress) show a yield point (~100 Pa) for the T-6B 
clay (Figure 3.2) in good agreement with fall cone measurements (shear strength 106 Pa) 
and previous rheological testing (Cooke and van del Elst, 2012). For shear stresses <100 
Pa, the wet clay behaves as a solid with a higher storage modulus than loss modulus.  
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After reaching the crossover point, or gel point, the loss modulus exceeds the storage 
modulus and the wet clay behaves as a liquid (shear thinning) (Figure 3.2).    
 Structure breakdown and recovery step tests reveal the total thixotropic 
time after mixing at varying rates (Mezger, 2006) (Figure 3.3).  The total thixotropic time 
is defined as the time required for the storage modulus (G’) to fully recover to its original 
(pre-breakdown) viscosity (Mezger, 2006). For strain rates at 50 -100 radians/sec (477 - 
955 rpm) the total thixotropic time is approximately the same, ~94±5 s.  At higher strain 
rates, 300 - 600 radians/sec (2,865 – 5,730 rpm), we interpret the total thixotropic time 
increases to ~620±20 s by extrapolating the data (green dashed) until full viscosity 
recovery (grey dashed) (Figure 3.3). 
3.3.2 Grain size analysis 
Following AASHTO T-88 10 and ASTM D422-63 standard methods for particle 
size analysis of soils, we determined the silt and clay grain size distribution of the 
premixed T-6B wet clay (Figure 3.4) and the percent coarser than 62 µm (sand).  The T-
6B clay consists of 5-10% sand, 30-35% silt, and 60% clay-sized particles by mass. 
Using the grain size distribution of the T-6B clay as a reference (Figure 3.5), we 
varied the ratios of clay-silt-sand in synthetic wet clay mixes and tested how their shear 
strength changed with water content.  Shear strength (measured with the fall cone 
method) decreased with increasing silt content for constant water content (Figure 3.6). 
The relationship between shear strength and water content of the synthetic T-6B sample 
(blue-X’s; 56% kaolin, 37% flint, 7% fine sand) closely matched the original Sheffield © 
T-6B premixed clay (blue-diamonds). 
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The five experiments using different clay-silt-sand ratios yielded surprisingly 
different results. Despite having the same shear strength (~104 Pa) the different clay 
mixtures accommodate the deformation with dramatically varied distributed deformation. 
The experiment using the T-6B premixed wet clay slipped early along its precut fault 
before growing two long-lived outboard oblique-slip faults (Figure 3.7-A). In contrast, 
both the 74% (B) and 95% (C) wet kaolin clay mixes grow new outboard faults at lower 
net displacement and show much greater distributed deformation throughout the 
experiment.  The synthetic T-6B (D) evolved much more similarly to the premix T-6B 
than the other mixtures, which, however, still produced more faults. A plot of the strike-
slip efficiency with time (measured as the ratio of strike-slip rate along the fault/applied 
plate displacement) shows that the 95% kaolin wet clay becomes efficient and then 
decreases again very quickly at the beginning of the experiment. The efficiency then 
steadily increases almost linearly to become nearly 100% efficient.  In contrast, the T-6B 
premixed clay with fine sand and silt and only 60% clay-sized particles by mass, exhibits 
a much more rapid localization of strain onto faults reaching a final peak efficiency of 
only ~80%. 
3.3.3 Comparison to dry sand experiments 
Wet kaolin experiments form a strike-slip fault (Figure 3.8 - red arrows) and a 
single oblique-thrust fault (blue arrows). Experiments in dry sand, however, form an 
oblique-slip forethrust (F) and backthrust (B) pair before a through-going strike-slip fault 
facilitates slip partitioning. The dry sand experiments begin to landslide at higher applied 
displacements as uplift accumulates and exceeds the critical angle of repose. The mass 
wasting obscures PIV measurements (Figure 3.8 – 15° convergence angle 65 mm). 
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3.4 Discussion/ Conclusions 
3.4.1 Rheology 
The results from the structure breakdown and recovery step tests confirm that wet 
kaolin clay exhibits some thixotropic behavior.  However, for shear strain rates achieved 
by most standard mixing techniques (~100 radians/s), the time required for the wet clay 
viscosity to fully recover (total thixotropic time) is less than 2 minutes.  At low shear 
stresses the wet clay behaves as a solid with greater storage modulus than loss modulus. 
As the shear stress approaches the wet clay’s yield point the clay begins to behave more 
like a liquid as the loss modulus exceeds the storage modulus—confirming that the wet 
kaolin clay exhibits shear thinning.  
3.4.2 Grain size analysis 
The solid particle size distribution in the clay seems to play a critical role in the 
way it accommodates deformation.  In order to achieve the same shear strength as the T-
6B (~104 Pa), the 74% and 95% kaolin mixtures required 36% and 55% more water by 
mass, respectively. Eisenstadt & Sims (2005) point out that fault reactivation in the clay 
is likely due in part to high fluid pressures along the fault zones. It follows that the 
discrepancy in water content between the wet clay mixtures could be the primary cause 
for the stark differences in distributed deformation observed between experiments.   
The results from the fall cone tests for various clay-silt-sand mixtures suggest that 
increasing the ratio of large particles suspended in the clay matrix may be an effective 
method of lowering the shear strength of the mixture without increasing the water 
content. The large particles might act as heterogeneities where stresses can concentrate 
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and create localized failure. However, it is worth considering that as the percentage of 
large particles increases, the effect of inter-granular friction at failure will likely also 
increase (Figure 3.9) leading to granular deformation.  The effect of large particles on 
more complex rheological parameters in the clay (e.g. shear thinning, thixotropy, etc.) 
still requires further testing. 
3.4.3 Comparison to dry sand experiments 
The lack of cohesion in the dry sand may prevent the concentration of mode III 
stresses that lead to the early growth of the vertical strike-slip fault observed in the clay. 
The cohesion of the clay, which is similar to crustal rock strength, may facilitate the 
maintenance of slip partitioned fault systems. 
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3.5 Figures 
 
 
 
  
 
Figure 3.1 Schematic of model geometry. (A) Schematic illustrates the three plastic 
blocks with abutting 30° contacts and 2.5 cm of overlying wet kaolin clay or dry 
sand. The blocks are positioned by two metal plates: one fixed and the other driven 
obliquely (q, measured from margin parallel) by two 90° opposed stepper motors. 
(B) Two DSLR cameras mounted above the model capture high-resolution images of 
the region of interest (ROI) shown in the red-dashed box. 
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Figure 3.2 Amplitude sweep/ CSS  data. Data from three identical samples of 
premixed T-6B wet kaolin clay.  G’ (squares) refers to the elastic or storage 
modulus while G” (triangles) represent the viscous or loss modulus.  The storage 
modulus for the clay is greater than the loss modulus until reaching the ‘gel point’ 
at which point it behaves as a liquid. 
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Figure 3.3 Oscillatory tests of thixotropic behavior. Results from a premixed wet 
pottery clay tested over a 10 minute interval (left) and a more detailed view over 3 
minutes (right). Annotated times mark total thixotropy time as defined by the interval 
from the end of the structural break interval (rotation) to the maximum (original) G’.  
Colors indicate different rotational strain rates (radians/sec) during the structural break 
interval; 100 1/s (dark blue),300 1/s(red), 600 1/s(green), 50 1/s(yellow), 100 1/s (light 
blue-long). The long-term behavior of the 600 1/s test (green) is inferred from long-
term behavior of 100 1/s test (light blue). 
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Figure 3.4 Particle size distribution curve. Results for silt and clay sized particles in 
pottery clay determined by settling test. After settling, samples were sieved to 62 µm 
to determine the mass percent of sand. 
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Figure 3.5 Grain size distribution curves for 6-Tile clay.  
Curves show the discrepancy in grain sizes (yellow shaded 
region) between 6-Tile clay and the premixed potters clay. 
Milled flint and fine sand were added to 6-Tile clay to create a 
synthetic premix. 
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Figure 3.6 Change in shear strength with water content based on clay-silt-sand 
ratio. T6B Pug refers to the original premixed clay. Samples with only silt 
percentages listed consist of only silt and clay. 
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Figure 3.7 Images of restraining bend experiments after 70 mm of plate displacement. (A) 
T-6B clay;(B) 6-Tile kaolin powder; (C) 95% kaolin; (D) synthetic T-6B; (E) 45% silt mix. 
Efficiency plots for experiments run with 95% (blue) and 56% (orange) kaolin; WC adjusted 
for ~104 Pa shear strength. 
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Figure 3.8 Incremental shear strain with horizontal displacements from PIV for 
dry sand and wet kaolin experiments. Blue background maps show incremental 
shear strain from PIV for experiments. Shear strain is calculated from curl of 
displacement. Top row shows early un-slip partitioned fault system and bottom 
row shows slip partitioning. Right column: the arctan of the divergence and curl 
of displacement [-90° to 90°] shows the slip rake at stages of the experiment.  
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Figure 3.9 Conceptual drawing of arrangement of 
heterogeneous grain sizes before and after sample 
yield. Large suspended grains in a fine clay matrix 
before the sample yields (a) and then stacked after 
sample yield (b) (modified from Jackson, 1968).  
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